
With return to office 
uncertainty lingering, 
how can investors  
be certain they’ve 
picked the winning 
pony right out of  
the gate? 
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Identifying winners 
in a bifurcating  
OFFICE sector 
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Inboxes have been plagued in recent 
months with seemingly incompatible 
hypotheses surrounding the office 

sector. Surveys positing that the return 
to the office has been accelerated jostle 
for airtime against others claiming a 
meaningful number of employees would 
rather quit their current employer than 
return to the office. The truth, of course, 
is much more likely to be somewhere 
nearer the middle. And given investors’ 
large allocations to office (the sector 
comprises a material 34% of ODCE 
funds’ holdings1), there are millions of 
dollars at stake in translating the 
implications of these headlines 
successfully to one’s own assets. 

One of the ways investors have 
attempted to hedge themselves against 
deteriorating fundamental conditions or 
potential obsolescence in the past is by 
focusing on higher quality, Class A 
product. Yet with prospects for weaker 
demand in a hybrid work environment, 
there is a risk that this defense alone 
proves insufficient. As available supply 
outweighs demand, occupiers will have 
their pick of the litter — adding greater 
downside for the losers, yes, but 
creating greater upside potential for 
those buildings that are best positioned 
to capture a larger slice of what looks to 
be a smaller pie.  

Given what we believe will be a 
narrowing subset of winners in office, the 
ability to identify these winners will be all 
the more critical to portfolio returns.  

Relative resilience of  
office occupancy  
Newton’s first law of motion states that 
an object in motion stays in motion with 
the same speed and in the same 
direction unless acted upon by an 
unbalanced force. But do these same 

rules of physics (loosely interpreted) 
apply to office buildings?  

To answer this question, we set out 
to determine whether there is any 
consistency between current (hybrid 
work environment) and past (pre-Covid) 
occupancy. Put another way, we wanted 
to see whether buildings with low 
occupancy today have always had low 
occupancy, and whether those with high 
occupancy today have always been in 
higher demand.  

At an aggregate level, we see that 
buildings that are 95%–100% leased 
today (shown in black in Exhibit 1) have 
maintained a persistently superior 
occupancy profile over the last 20 years 
despite perceived shifts in location, 
build-out and amenity preferences. The 
same is true at the bottom — those 
properties less than 75% occupied today 
(in gray) have seemingly always 
struggled, suggesting some combination 
of locational or physical inferiorities that 
have been insurmountable.  

The pattern of the occupancy profiles’ 
positions relative to one another over 
time seems to satisfy the first part of our 
take on Newton’s law — that is, a well-

occupied building stays well occupied and 
less-occupied buildings stay less occupied.  

Yet the widening dispersion between 
the sets indicates that there were forces 
changing the trajectory as early as 2014. 
In 2010, the gap between today’s 
95%–100% occupied subset and the 
75%–80% occupied subset stood at 8%; 
by 2020, that gap had widened to 
20.8%. Even if we characterize the steep 
occupancy falloff that occurred in 2020 
as a function of the pandemic, the gap in 
2019 was 15.6%, nearly double what it 
had been a decade before.  

What this tells us is today’s well-
occupied buildings have had staying 
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1
NCREIF Fund Index — Open-end Diversified Core Equity Index (NFI-ODCE) average weights for one year through 1Q 2021. 
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Source: American Realty Advisors based on data from CoStar as of June 2021.
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Exhibit 1: Office occupancy by current occupancy profile, 2000–2020
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“ Given what we 
believe will be a 
narrowing subset of 
winners in office, the 
ability to identify these 
winners will be all that 
more critical to 
portfolio returns. ”



power; given this, investors should 
theoretically buy only those buildings 
that are well occupied today and forego 
others. But what commonalities exist, if 
any, in this best-in-class set such that 
investors can more easily ‘know’ if a 
potential new acquisition is positioned 
for durable occupancy?  

When Class A isn’t enough 
Investors’ concerns around the 
uncertainty in the office sector have 
historically been assuaged by the belief 
that many portfolios’ office holdings are 
Class A assets. These assets are less 
exposed to broader sector weakness that 
is predominately concentrated in lower-

class buildings. The data, however, 
suggests that class designation alone is 
not a silver bullet.  

A sampling of markets across the US 
by current occupancy brackets reveals 
that a Class A designation is not 
necessarily synonymous with dominant 
occupancy. As shown in the tables in 
Exhibit 2, the proportionate share of 
Class A buildings in the most highly 
occupied category (calculated as the 
Class A share of 90%–100% occupied 
buildings over Class A buildings’ share of 
all buildings in the data set) does not 
punch above its weight class in any of 
the sampling markets. In other words, if 
Class A was the decisive distinction 
between highly leased buildings and 

those buildings that are occupationally 
challenged, we would expect to see an 
overwhelming presence of Class A 
buildings in the 90%–100% occupied 
category. However, the data indicates 
that Class A product makes up only a 
proportionate share (+/–100%) of 
highly leased assets. More notably, Class 
C properties make up a far more 
overweighted proportion of highly 
leased product than might be intuitive 
— this is particularly true in Chicago, 
Seattle and Dallas-Fort Worth, where 
Class C buildings’ proportionate share of 
the 90%–100% occupied category is at 
or above 120%.  

In fact, where Class A product is 
disproportionately overrepresented is in 
the 80%–90% and 70%–80% leased 
buckets — not the lowest, but certainly 
not as compelling as one would hope. 
What we deduce is that Class A 
distinction alone cannot guarantee a 
building will be highly leased. But if 
class distinction is not the deciding 
factor on occupancy propensity, what (if 
any) indicators are?  

If not Class A, then what? 
Let’s assume, for the sake of argument, 
that investors today will only consider a 
Class A building, and thus is the 
minimum accepted starting point for 
asset selection. Reducing our potential 
universe of buildings to only those with a 
Class A designation, our next move is to 
determine, using the same proportionate 
approach, whether there might be other, 
more telling (and identifiable) attributes 
(such as vintage, floor size, amenities and 
location) that offer more conclusive 
indicators for success. 

Perhaps surprisingly, there are few 
physical commonalities shared across 
the highly occupied cohort in New York, 
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Exhibit 2: Proportionate share of occupancy band by class designation (select markets)

Why proportionate share?  
Proportionate share reflects how much a certain category ‘should’ appear in the data set relative to its share of the denominator. If Class A 

buildings account for 30% of the entire market, they should account for 30% of the 90%–100% occupied subset (resulting in a proportionate 

share of 100%, or 1:1). A number above 100% signals a segment is overrepresented in the set relative to what the overall share suggests; 

below 100% means it is underrepresented compared to what its share would suggest.  

Source: American Realty Advisors based on data from CoStar as of June 2021.

Building class 90%–100% <70%

A 90.0% 109.0%

B 106.2% 96.6%

C 132.8% 59.8%

Chicago

Building class 90%–100% <70%

A 104.8% 90.0%

B 91.4% 120.6%

C 119.3% –

Seattle

Building class 90%–100% <70%

A 102.0% 101.3%

B 97.0% 101.9%

C 103.8% 90.7%

New York (Manhattan)

Building class 90%–100% <70%

A 95.8% 88.8%

B 104.1% 117.6%

C 165.8% 107.9%

Dallas-Fort Worth

Building class 90%–100% <70%

A 104.8% 74.8%

B 91.4% 130.9%

C 109.2% 246.8%

San Francisco
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Dallas, Seattle, Chicago and San 
Francisco; in fact, we’re left with just 
two qualifiers suggestive of a greater 
propensity for strong occupancy: 
A. Were built after 2000; and 
B. Had achieved LEED Certification or 

greater (which, one could argue can 
be added retroactively).  

Our analysis also reveals that there are 
but a handful of additive elements 
(those amenities or offerings that can be 
programmed by new management) that 
are commonly found in the most highly 
occupied properties.  

The problem with this checklist 
approach is that it treats each attribute 
in isolation, rather than considering 
what combination of factors leads to the 
greatest occupancy increase. What 
would be the effect of having all, or just 
some of these pieces to the puzzle 
present? Can investors forego one 
element in exchange for another and 
still arrive at a comparable occupancy?  

To test this, we constructed an 
occupancy ‘bridge’ (see Exhibit 3), 
layering in the physical elements first (as 
those are the ones that are the most 
difficult, and most costly, to change), 
and then adding the programmatic 
extras to measure incremental 
occupancy gains from each relative to a 
market average.2  

Having already acknowledged a 
preference for Class A buildings by 
institutional investors, the addition of this 
parameter results in a modest 10 bps 
premium in occupancy relative to what is 
generally achieved in the market on 
average. Next, our bridge filter reflects 
only those buildings that were Class A 
and built after 2000 — this creates a 
further 140 bps of occupancy. Applying 
just these two filters improves potential 
occupancy by 150 bps relative to what 
might otherwise ‘naturally’ occur.  

Another key element present across 
our sample markets as a potential 
indicator of higher demand is LEED 
certification.3 When we add this to our 
running list of qualities, occupancy rises 
a further 390 bps.  

Conclusion 
Few amenities prove meaningful 
occupancy drivers once the physical 
checklist has been crossed off, though 
adding a fitness center and a restaurant 
yields an additional 130 bps. However, 
this is only true after the structural 

elements are in place — replicating the 
exercise with Class B properties built 
prior to 2000 and adding the same 
additive services (LEED certification, 
fitness centers and restaurants) for the 
same set of markets achieves an 
occupancy level 10% below market 
average and 16.7% below our  
Exhibit 3 example.  

This seems to suggest that much of 
resilient occupancy in office properties is 
derived from physical attributes, with 
additive offerings merely serving to 
improve occupancy on the margins. 

Could the key to unlocking above-
market occupancy in office really be as 
simple as narrowing the focus to those 
buildings that offer a few key structural 
ingredients? The data suggests it’s at 
least a solid starting point. u
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Source: American Realty Advisors based on data from CoStar as of August 2021.

Exhibit 3: Bridge to better occupancy

Structural

%

Structural/additive Additive

Asset
occupancy

RestaurantFitness
center

LEED certified
or higher

Built 2000–
present

Class AMarket
occupancy

82.7% 0.1%

1.4%

3.9%

1.0%
0.3% 89.4%

“ Could the key to 
unlocking above-market 
occupancy in office 
really be as simple as 
narrowing the focus to 
those buildings that offer 
a few key structural 
ingredients? ”

2
In the interest of maintaining a robust denominator, we combined our five sample markets.  

3
LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) is the most widely used green building rating system in the world. Certification recognizes environmental performance and energy efficiency at a level 

above national standards, as well as the presence of sustainable building features and management practices. Because LEED certification can be achieved either at the onset of new construction or upon 

substantial renovation, interior buildouts or improvements to building operations and management systems by new management ex post factor, it could be either structural or additive, hence its coloration in 

our occupancy bridge. 


